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Abstract

Adult patients with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) show about 40 - 60% of Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder

(ADHD) diagnosis in infancy. Moreover, it has been found that BPD is frequently comorbid with ADHD in late adolescence and adult-

hood. ADHD tends to persist while aging in itself, especially if particularly severe, pervasive and not treated with a pharmacological

approach. Therefore, ADHD influences the development of cognitive and metacognitive functions and the stabilization of proper
interpersonal relationships, which are crucial to the development of personality. A pathoplastic perspective enlightens ADHD as a

BPD-moderator for predisposed subjects. This paper aims to give some suggestions about the way in which a bio-psycho-social point

of view could explain the high prevalence of previous ADHD in BPD subjects. A complex interpretation, integrating the findings from
neuroscience with the psychosocial aspects underlined by attachment and psychodynamic perspectives will be presented, as well as
clinical implications.
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Introduction
Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) is commonly defined as a pervasive pattern of impulsivity and instability in interpersonal re-

lationships, affects and self-image [1]. It is the most prevalent personality disorder diagnosis (30 - 60%; [1]) and it is frequently found in

comorbidity with other mental diseases, like depression, minor psychotic symptoms, and substance abuse [1]. Studies which have been

taken within BPD inpatients have also retrospectively found a percentage between 59.5% and 41.5% of Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) symptoms in subjects’ childhood, thus suggesting a connection between the two psychopathologies [2,3].

Developmental psychopathology, which highlights the continuities between mental disorders through life, pointed out how ADHD

tends to persist while aging, especially if particularly severe, pervasive and not treated with a pharmacological approach [4]. Moreover,

a model based on a pathoplastic relationship describes ADHD as a critical developmental accident leading to personality disorders, in
particular BPD [5,6]. This model shows how neurocognitive deficits -like ADHD- could prevent the parents (especially when they are primarily involved in stressing situations or suffer from other pathologies) from recognizing and giving an adequate response to the infant’s
needs, which remain unsatisfied and emotionally distressed [7].

Hughes [8] defined emotion regulation as both an individual and interpersonal process, emergent from attachment relationships and

biologically carried out by prefrontal circuits. The caregiver-child relationship and the consequent emotional and behavioral manage-

ment are stored as an Internal Working Model [9], connecting dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, amygdala and hippocampus [10-12]. These
connections are reinforced through the dopamine and oxytocin supply, mediated by endogen opioids in secure attachment relationships
[13-17]. Secure interpersonal relationships promote co-regulation, which reduces the depletion of individual prefrontal metabolic resources that permit, among the others, a proper functioning of attention, problem solving, cognitive planning, and the development of an
appropriate social life [13,14,17,19-22].
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According to the pathoplastic relationship model, it could be hypothesized an impairment of relational adjustment and common neu-

rological dysfunctions both in ADHD and BPD [23]. Actually, the proposed model points out how the difficult interpersonal relationships
described above frequently lead from the development of an insecure attachment to a particular subtype of BPD characterized by a large

metacognitive impairment, frequent use of immature defense mechanisms, affect dysregulation (due to sexual and psychological abuse),
and cognitive-perceptive symptoms [7,24,25].

The need of a complex interpretation, integrating the findings from neuroscience with the psychosocial aspects, underlined by attach-

ment and psychodynamic perspectives, might be better developed; this paper aims to give some suggestions about the way in which a
bio-psycho-social point of view could explain the high prevalence of ADHD in BPD subjects.
BPD through an integrated model

BPD individuals show constitutional dysfunctions in dopaminergic and oxytocinergic neurological systems, which predispose them

to high impulsivity, emotional instability and poor interpersonal functioning [26-28]. Endogen opioids also present deficiencies in these
subjects, and prefrontal functioning consequently results to be impaired [28]. Given the role of these neurobiological features in making
and maintaining good social bonds, especially through a good emotion regulation [8,28], the dysfunctions presented could lead to an

emotional dysregulated subject with a problematic social functioning [8,13,14,19]. Moreover, the neuropsychology of BPD enlightens attentional and memory deficits, poor inhibitory control and low emotion processing [24].

Parents of BPDs have been found to share borderline characteristics [29]. Moreover, Fonagy [10] and Strateharn [12] both pointed to

dopaminergic and oxytocinergic dysfunctions in neglecting caregivers of subjects diagnosed as BPD in after years. Taken together, these
findings could account for a pathological development of the child, which could not benefit of a proper responsivity to his needs [10]. Not
surprisingly, BPD subjects have been living in a deficient, neglecting and abusing attachment environment since infancy [10,30].

Attachment relationship consequently encounters biological and interpersonal difficulties in its formation, as family environment,

endogen opioids, dopamine and oxytocin roles in forming social bonds identified [10,29]. This motivates the fearful or unresolved pattern
-the first combining both anxiety and avoidant features, the second in respect with loss and abuse- found in research on BPD’s attachment

[31-33]. These characteristics lead to the development of a fragile Self, which uses primitive defense mechanisms such as acting, split-

ting, projective identification, denial, identification with the aggressor, devaluation and projection to face affects [34-36]. Consequently,
the symbolic function, which works to integrate conflicting affects and representations, fades, since those have been neglected in early
interactions [37].

BPD subjects are then unfit to put up with loneliness and separations, show social hyper-reactivity, are unable to manage any depres-

sive distress and to tolerate grief work [38]; however, they remain substantially untrusty and afraid of other’s intrusion, which enhances
their identity problems, probably due to the abuses experienced in early relationships [10,39-46]. Therefore, these inconsistent characteristics of borderline relationships expose BPDs to peer rejection and isolation, promoting self-destructive behaviors and suicidal
attempts, typically after a loss [47-49].
ADHD through an integrated model

The research in neuroscience shows how children with ADHD are constitutionally dysregulated in dopaminergic and noradrenergic

supplies [50,51]. These imbalances lead to high responsivity to environmental stimuli, due to the fast depletion of prefrontal resources
[52,53]. Some researcher claims that these features could lead the subjects to hyperactivity and impulsivity to better control the random-

ized and flowing course of perceived events, otherwise causing a loss of attention and a decrease of motivational components [50,54,55].
Others [53] add to this hypothesis that behavioral dysfunctions in ADHD could also be caused by a deficient behavioral extinction process,
which is to say the poor dopamine availability makes it difficult to direct resources to inhibit previous learned behavior and change the
response to stimuli.
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Moreover, genetics underlines that the same deficits seen in ADHD children are also present in their caregivers, with an heritability fac-

tor around 50% and above, according to twin studies [56]. Such findings could point to a neurological disease, not due to environmental

interaction. However, attachment theory posits that learned behavioral patterns tend to repeat during interactions and be biologically

stored via dopamine and oxytocin supply as IWM in caregiver-child early relationships [10-16]. In addition, researchers within the fields
of epigenetics and brain plasticity have shown how brain rearranges itself in front of gene-environment interaction [57]. Taken together,
these statements could suggest how caregivers of ADHD children, due to their neuropsychological deficits, do not permit a co-regulation

of prefrontal resources and by consequence enhance both their ADHD features and child’s ones, which are stored and repeated. Caregiver-

child early interactions are then chaotic and incoherent, and a dysregulated interpersonal communication leads to an high expressed
emotion (EE) environment, marked by strong affects out of the subjects’ control [58]. These difficulties imply a problematic adjustment in

the development of attachment relationship [9,59], and consequently lead to the development of negative Self and Others representations
[60] stored as an insecure attachment pattern (typically combining both anxious and avoidant aspects). Then, the insecure mother-child
relationship fails to fulfil the child’s needs, which are faced by the infant with a primitive use of defense mechanisms, especially projective

identification, omnipotent control, acting and identification with the aggressor [61-64]. Furthermore, the absence of a paternal figure,
frequently not empathic neither involved [65], does not permit an appropriate correction to these dynamics and contributes in leaving
mother-child relationship in a pathological status. Moreover, caregivers’ projecting aggression and high level of frustration create a circulating conflictual relationship based on punishment and a not-expectable context, confirming ADHD behavioral dynamics [66-71].

The poor cognitive control on emotions, combined with chaotic relational dynamics and subsequent insecure attachment, causes

inadequate prefrontal development and a psychological functioning characterized by acting. Acting, as a psychological defense which allows the subject to act undesirable thoughts instead of cognitively manage them [72], prevents the integration of good and evil internal
representations and the constitution of an integrated Self, which works by splitting and cannot process depressive aspects as a result
[59,73,74].

Not surprisingly, the school system -carrying society norms and rules on behavior- is the first to request intervention for the disease.

Indeed, ADHDs tend to recreate their conflictual way of functioning with teachers and schoolmates, being isolated and confirming the
already negative perception of the Self [68,75].

The continuum between ADHD and BPD: a developmental perspective
Considering the results of epidemiological studies [2,3,5,76-78] which highlight the evolution between the two diseases, and compar-

ing what emerges from research in the single fields, we tried to outline a developmental perspective using a bio-psycho-social background
on an hypothetical clinical subject.

Dopaminergic dysfunctions affect BPD as well as ADHD, both constitutionally characterized by high impulsivity, emotional instability

and affect dysregulation [26,27,79]. Prefrontal deficits are also common features, explaining how it is difficult for these individuals to have
cognitive control on emotion, attention, and a proper mnemonic functioning [80-87]. The resulting neuropsychological profile is that of a

subject who suffers from attentional and memory deficits, poor inhibitory control, problematic elaboration of emotional stimuli and gen-

eral reduction of cognitive flexibility [24]. More specifically for each cognitive domain, La Barbera., et al. [24] show that both the diseases
have selective attention and verbal memory deficits, poor passive motor inhibition, and difficulties to express emotions.

Therefore, neuroscience enlightens specific common features, which could give support to our hypothesis of continuity between ADHD

and BPD, and discriminate this developmental line from others with whom it shares the same deficient domains [88,89].

Given neuroscientific and family research results, both in ADHD and BPD, the cognitive dysfunctional pattern is frequently associated

with a difficult parenting for caregivers, which also share personality traits and vulnerabilities with their children [12,29,56,61]. Thus,
caregivers-child interactions, especially if not helped by an adequate social context, tend to be chaotic, not corrective, and promote a typi-

cal insecure attachment pattern, which is characterized by a combination of anxious and avoidant features [10,59]. Indeed, both ADHD
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and BPD patients manifest an infancy characterized by disharmonic family life, with the presence of marital discord, hostile relationships
and/or depressed mothers [10,66,67,69,90]. The concurrent presence of anxiety and avoidant behavioral styles, as well as the frequent

history of abuse, loss, and high expressed emotion in infancy [10,58], are associated to a dependency-versus-independence conflict, which
prevents individuation and leaves these subjects incapable of being alone [63,74,91-95]. Isolation has effectively been found as a common
critical feature of ADHD and BPD [10,47-49,68], which are not able to integrate their good and evil sides, lack of reflective functioning and
present a negative Self, fixated in the Separation-Individuation phase [10,37,61,73,75,96].

Again, the dynamics of the Self, show lot of common features between ADHD and BPD. Acting is the main and most striking characteris-

tic of these subjects’ interpersonal functioning, which is consequently shaped by impulsivity, hyperactivity and poor emotional regulation

[34-36,59,73,74]. Moreover, defensive pattern includes primitive defenses like projective identification, identification with the aggressor
and splitting [34-36,62-64]. “Splitting”, being defined as the tendency to separate the world and the people into good and bad [72], accounts for the self-other representations not integrated and then projected or acted.

Psychodynamic theory could finally give a theoretical explanation to research data and outline a developmental perspective (Figure

1) to explain the presence of ADHD in BPD’s biography. In a psychodynamic perspective, ADHD symptoms could be psychologically ex-

plained as defensive responses in order to manage affects and emotions in a dysfunctional and neglecting family context [10,97-101]. In
other words, the constitutional neuropsychological deficits could be used by the child to express his emotional distress. These behavioral

aspects would promote an atypical development, with a circularity of pathological family relationships that would make it difficult to the
child to reach a proper organization of the Self [102]. Thus, ADHD temperamental traits could contribute to establish a Borderline Person-

ality Organization [34,102]. Kernberg [34] described it in terms of intrapsychic features, emerging during adolescence and characterized
by primitive defense mechanisms (projective identification, splitting, acting and identification with the aggressor), lack of structured Ego
and object-relation maturity. These elements together lead to conflictual and not integrated self-other representations, difficulties in symbolization skills and in adjustment to reality [35,103].

A Borderline Personality Organization [34], is what seems to cover the relational common features between the two psychopatholo-

gies, attested by the chaotic arrangement of the Self emerged from the bio-psycho-social early interactions and insecure attachment

patterns [34-36,62-64]. The outlined Self is fragile, not integrated, unable to self-reflect, and uses physical expressions and uncontrolled
movements/actings as an instant satisfaction of not mentalized conflicts [35,103-106].

Finally, according to Shiner [107] and Kernberg [35], the early-adolescence period constitutes a critical step for ADHDs to develop the

BPD, permitting the interaction between the first and the second axis pathologies described by DSM-IV-TR [1].
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The present paper highlights the importance, in a developmental perspective, of considering the individual (and his/her pathological

features) within a complex framework which considers the whole becoming-subject as a neurophysiological, psychological and behavioral Being, programmed to adjust to the early relational environment. As the National Research Council and Institute of Medicine committee [108] suggested, researchers should improve hypotheses and test the effects of genetic, environmental, and epigenetic influences

on brain development, focusing on the whole childhood, from prenatal and early postnatal periods to early adolescence. Indeed, NRCIM

pointed out the key role of brain development during the early stages, together with a good caregiving, in order to carry out the development of the neural systems that support secure attachment, positive socialization, adaptive learning, and emotional self-regulation
throughout infancy, childhood, and adolescence environment. Moreover, adverse as well as positive experiences are proven to have strong

influence on brain structure, changing its shape and functions during childhood. Following this statement, Perry [109] brought neuroscience to clinical practice, showing how brain development is strictly dependent on the environment and how different regions are connected to different stimuli. More specifically, subcortical and diencephalic structures development is negatively correlated with neglect

and child abuse in infancy [109,110]. This historical background makes it difficult to maintain a cognitive focus on deficits, suggesting to
start with a more attachment-informed intervention [109]. In prospect, secure attachment, emotional regulation, executive functioning
and appropriate conduct are then associated with both positive development and prevention of mental illness.

The model proposed in this paper on the continuum between ADHD and BPD points to this direction. It suggests how this clinical

profile is highlighted by statistical-descriptive research, but moreover it is very consistent in the single-considered perspectives. The developmental perspective proposed in this paper means to point out a possible integration between the neuroscience, psychodynamic and
attachment approaches to human mind, in order to promote an interactive interpretation and preventive clinical interventions.

Borderline Personality Disorder is a challenging clinical diagnosis for clinicians to deal with. Patients frequently drop therapy before

it could be effective or have troubles in being constant with sessions [111]. For these reasons, a better understanding of what are the
antecedents of BPD, and what developmental steps subjects have passed through, could help clinicians in being more effective in treating
patients.

The Borderline Personality Organization emergent from our analysis as the possible personality functioning of ADHD children, could

account for research data on their dynamics and shows how a neuro developmental syndrome such as ADHD [112], which has widely

been treated with a cognitive-behavioral approach, should be now worth considering for the emotional and subjective experience. This

could help clinicians to understand its psychic dynamics in order to develop an appropriate psychological prevention/intervention for
those aspects. Moreover, the paper aims to let the therapists treating BPDs to consider the pathology with a developmental sight, seeing

more and new symptomatology aspects and dynamics to identify better and effective psychotherapeutic interventions. In this direction,

we sustain Perry’s Neurosequential model [109], which could be taken together our developmental perspective in considering the emotional and relational experience of ADHDs as a fundamental therapeutic goal to prevent BPD in adulthood. Otherwise, we could suppose

that attachment-dependent regions of the brain would continue to work in a primitive way and cause severe difficulties while passing
time.

The single theoretical specificities might be preserved, but acting within a unifying construct basis would allow a better “clinical

equìpe work”, permitting to structure a neuropsychological training to carry out psychoanalytic insights, or an intrapsychic-interpersonal
development in a psychodynamic psychotherapy to restore a proper cognitive/neurological functioning [109,110,113-121].

Thus, researchers are encouraged to arrange collaborations between prevention scientists, clinicians and neuroscientists, supporting

the establishment of multidisciplinary teams with expertise in developmental areas such as neuroscience, psychopathology, caregiving
and social context. This would contribute to build up preventive interventions, leading to more research studies which would carry out

further effective prevention efforts, by making and testing new hypotheses of causal mechanisms and theories of pathogenesis. It seems
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necessary to build up this conjunction by supporting research multi-approaches teams with a national adequate economical funding
resource [108].

This work has several limits, starting from the bibliographical recap of different fields, and the lack of clinical data and experience to

validate the integration perspective. A comparison with other developmental lines of ADHD to better differentiate those at risk for BPD

from other mental disorders (e.g. Antisocial Personality Disorder, Bipolar Disorder), is also suggested. However, the developmental model
proposed could serve as a starting point to do so and it suggests researchers to examine in depth the continuum within the single theoretical perspectives and to find new similarities or differences that could enhance or change the model exposed.
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